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Last month, on the first night of Hanukkah, more than 200 people packed an old ballroom on the third floor of a restored synagogue in Brooklyn. A few came fresh off the subway from a protest in Manhattan that was organized by left-wing Jewish groups calling for a cease-fire in the Israel-Hamas war.

They were there to hear from Shaul Magid, 65, whose long, thin white beard and shaved head made him look more like a roadie than a rabbi. A professor of Jewish Studies at Dartmouth as well as (yes) a rabbi, Mr. Magid was there to spread the message elucidated in a new book, “The Necessity of Exile,” that Jews today outside Israel — 75 percent of whom live in the United States — should embrace diaspora, the state of living outside a homeland, as a permanent and valuable condition.

“If there’s a diasporic reality where Jews have been able to live as Jews, flourish as Jews, not to be oppressed and persecuted — whether they choose to be a Satmar Hasid or Larry David, it doesn’t matter — if they’re allowed to live the Judaism they want, why would that be a tragedy?” he said.

Mr. Magid’s outlook is one of several burgeoning visions for the future of Jewish life that fall under the umbrella of “diasporism.” The idea has been getting a new look since Hamas’s horrific attack on Israel three months ago and Israel’s pulverizing bombing campaign and invasion in Gaza. Those events have forced Jews everywhere to reckon anew with what they think about Israel and the central role it plays in Jewish life — the kind of charged moment when members of spiritual communities can ask themselves what really matters, and sometimes reach radically different conclusions.

Some versions of diasporism are secular, often hearkening back to the un-religious, anti-Zionist Jewish Labor Bund that arose in late 19th-century Eastern Europe — the same time and place where political Zionism was born — to agitate for Jewish rights in the European empires of the day. The Bund’s slogan of “doikayt,” a Yiddish word that roughly means “hereness,” has been adopted by younger left-wing Jews.
“This socialist, secular, liberatory philosophy,” said Molly Crabapple, an artist and writer working on a history of the Bund, “whether it was the Bund or the larger world of Yiddish socialism, is deeply interwoven into our heritage,” and “can provide a moral compass and help people reject exclusionary and violent ideologies.”

Other flavors are religious. The Berkeley professor emeritus Daniel Boyarin has called the Babylonian Talmud — a rulebook for living Jewishly, composed in exile — the true Jewish homeland.
At that time Abimelech and Phicol, chief of his troops, said to Abraham, “God is with you in everything that you do. Therefore swear to me here by God that you will not deal falsely with me or with my kith and kin, but will deal with me and with the land in which you have sojourned as loyal as I have dealt with you.” And Abraham said, “I swear it.” Then Abraham reproached Abimelech for the well of water which the servants of Abimelech had seized. But Abimelech said, “I do not know who did this; you did not tell me, nor have I heard of it until today.” Abraham took sheep and oxen and gave them to Abimelech, and the two of them made a pact. Abraham then set seven ewes of the flock by themselves, and Abimelech said to Abraham, “What mean these seven ewes which you have set apart?” He replied, “You are to accept these seven ewes from me as proof that I dug this well.” Hence that place was called Beer-sheba, *Beer-sheba* i.e., “well of seven” or “well of oath.” For there the two of them swore an oath. When they had concluded the pact at Beer-sheba, Abimelech and Phicol, chief of his troops, departed and returned to the land of the
Philistines. (33) [Abraham] planted a tamarisk at Beer-sheba, and invoked there the name of יהוה, the Everlasting God. (34) And Abraham resided in the land of the Philistines a long time.

Genesis 26:26-29

(26) And Abimelech came to him from Gerar, with Ahuzzath his counselor and Phicol chief of his troops. (27) Isaac said to them, “Why have you come to me, seeing that you have been hostile to me and have driven me away from you?” (28) And they said, “We now see plainly that יהוה has been with you, and we thought: Let there be a sworn treaty between our two parties, between you and us. Let us make a pact with you (29) that you will not do us harm, just as we have not molested you but have always dealt kindly with you and sent you away in peace. From now on, be you blessed of יהוה!”
On the three days before the festivals of gentiles the following actions are prohibited, as they would bring joy to the gentile, who would subsequently give thanks to his object of idol worship on his festival: It is prohibited to engage in business with them; to lend items to them or to borrow items from them; to lend money to them or to borrow money from them; and to repay debts owed to them or to collect repayment of debts from them. Rabbi Yehuda says: One may collect repayment of debts from them because this causes the gentile distress. The Rabbis said to Rabbi Yehuda: Even though he is distressed now, when he repays the money, he is happy afterward that he is relieved of the debt, and therefore there is concern that he will give thanks to his object of idol worship on his festival.
(2) Rabbi Yishmael says: On the three days before the festivals of gentiles and on the three days after them, it is prohibited to engage in business with those gentiles. And the Rabbis say: It is prohibited to engage in business with them before their festivals, but it is permitted to engage in business with them after their festivals.

(3) And these are the festivals of gentiles: Kalenda, Saturnalia, and Kratesis, and the day of the festival of their kings, and the birthday of the king, and the anniversary of the day of the death of the king. This is the statement of Rabbi Meir. And the Rabbis say: Every death that includes public burning is a festival that includes idol worship, and any death that does not include public burning is not a festival that includes idol worship. But in the case of the day of shaving his, i.e., a gentile’s, beard and his locks, and the day of his ascent from the sea, and the day that he left prison, and also in the case of a gentile who prepared a wedding feast for his son and celebrates on that day, engaging in business is prohibited only on that day and with that man.
Mishnah Avodah Zarah 2:1

(1) One may not keep an animal in the inns [befundekaot] of gentiles because they are suspected of bestiality. Since even gentiles are prohibited from engaging in bestiality, a Jew who places his animal there is guilty of violating the prohibition: “You shall not put a stumbling block before the blind” (Leviticus 19:14). And a woman may not seclude herself with gentiles because they are suspected of engaging in forbidden sexual relations. And any person may not seclude himself with gentiles because they are suspected of bloodshed. A Jewish woman may not deliver the child of a gentile woman, because in doing so she is delivering a child who will engage in idol worship. But one may allow a gentile woman to deliver the child of a Jewish woman. Similarly, a Jewish woman may not nurse the child of a gentile woman, but one may allow a gentile woman to nurse the child of a Jewish woman while the gentile woman is on the Jewish woman’s property.
(4) A wise gentile, Proclus ben Plospus, once asked a question of Rabban Gamliel in the city of Akko when he was bathing in the bathhouse of the Greek god Aphrodite. Proclus said to him: It is written in your Torah: “And nothing of the proscribed items shall cleave to your hand” (Deuteronomy 13:18). For what reason do you bathe before an idol in the bathhouse of Aphrodite? Rabban Gamliel said to him: One may not answer questions related to Torah in the bathhouse. And when he left the bathhouse, Rabban Gamliel gave him several answers. He said to him: I did not come into its domain; it came into my domain. The bathhouse existed before the statue dedicated to Aphrodite was erected. Furthermore, people do not say: Let us make a bathhouse as an adornment for Aphrodite; rather, they say: Let us make a statue of Aphrodite as an adornment for the bathhouse. Therefore, the main structure is not the Aphrodite statue, but the bathhouse. Rabban Gamliel continued: Alternatively, there is another answer: Even if people would give you a lot of money, you would not enter before your object of idol worship naked, or as one who experienced a seminal emission who comes to the bathhouse to purify himself, nor would you urinate before it. This statue stands upon the sewage pipe and all the people urinate before it. There is no prohibition in this case, as it is stated in the verse only: “Their gods” (see Deuteronomy 12:2), which indicates that a statue that people treat as a deity is forbidden, but one that people do not treat with the respect that is due to a deity is permitted.
A. Golda Meir, “What We Want of the Diaspora,” p. 54

We have nothing against Jews in the *galut*. It is against the *galut* itself that we protest...We have always believed, and I personally have thought, that the foundation of Zionism is more than geographical independence. I have always believed that Zionism means Jewish emancipation in every sense, including the spiritual and cultural, so that a Jew who creates cultural values may do so as a free man. It may be assuming on my part, but I believe that there is no Jew in the *galut* creating as a free man and as a free Jew. Only a Jew in Israel can do so. If a Jew lives in Israel and creates as a free Jew and as a free man, writes about various problems in the world, about Jewish life and non-Jewish life, about science, art, and literature, his writing will not be less universal than that of a Jew who lives in the *galut*-in every *galut*, even in the best of them, for there he must, willingly and unwillingly, consciously or unconsciously, adapt himself to his surroundings. Then he is not a free man...


Zionism emerged the end of the last century not from renewed longings for *Eretz* Israel, nor from sudden abhorrence of exile. The Jews always hated the *golah* and longed with all their soul for *Eretz* Israel! But the hatred of exile and the longing for *Eretz* Israel did not budge the Jews. Zionism began with the fear of the *golah*. How dangerous and terrible this existence could be suddenly became clear to the Jews. And among a few the fear of the *golah* overcame the fear of *Eretz* Israel.
But if someone still needs final and irrefutable proof of the Jewish people's dubious attitude to Eretz Israel, of the fact that it did not make a serious attempt to return to its land, of its fear of return and its stubborn clinging to the *golah*, all he needs do is take a look at the thirty years of the Jewish State's existence. The gates are open, the possibilities great—but the olim do not come. The waves of immigration that arrived here were comprised for the most part of people fleeing distress: refugees of the Holocaust, refugees from the Arab countries, refugees from communist countries, and so on. Only an insignificant minority came to Israel of its own free will, and this minority again proves, paradoxically, as did the small immigrations of earlier centuries that it is also possible to come to Israel as a matter of free choice.

What we see, then, is on the one hand hatred and total rejection of the situation of exile, and on the other hand a powerful drive to maintain it and live in it....

What reveals itself here is behavior of a clearly neurotic sort: the nation hates the *golah* and dreams of Eretz Israel, the nation rejects exile at all levels of its authentic spiritual activity, but at the same time all its historical activity is preoccupied with one end: how to endure in exile, how to continue to maintain this hated existence....

And so we come back to the fundamental question: Why? What is the reason for the painful obsessive opting for exile? Why do the Jews have such a fear of normal, sovereign life in their own country? That, I believe, is the number one question of the Jewish people, deserving of all our spiritual energies...

It is daring and even offensive to say to Jews in Western countries, and particularly in America, that they are in a galut, that is, exile. The presumption of Israeli leaders, headed by the most redoubtable of them all, David Ben Gurion, in maintaining this point, has led to notable and bitter interchanges between him and various American Jews. Even American Zionist leaders of the front rank have joined in expressing outrage at such a presumption. This estimate of the condition of the Jew outside of Israel denies the great dream of a new liberal world in which the Jews participate as equals. Did not our ancestors come to America in order to experience that which could be found "only in America," the blessedness of enjoying a society of "Americans all"? For any-one to say to American Jews that they are in any sense in exile, therefore, means to many of his hearers that he is calling the American experience a self-delusion. That they react with anger to so threatening a thought is understandable ....

Whether [American] Jews can and ought to assimilate, or whether they are in exile, cannot be considered in terms only of Jewish will and Jewish needs. We are inevitably involved in an estimate of what is America and in some projection of the probable future of American culture and society. Clearly the Jews who remain in Yemen are in exile. Most Jews believe that this is true at this very moment of the Jews in Russia. Certainly the American situation is different from both of these-but what is the American situation? ...

There can be no denying the proposition that American society, for all its secularization, is not neutral. It is Christian. For all the matters that are crucial to the actual experience of the individual Jew, as Jew, within America, the tempo of life as such has inevitably to favor Christianity and to act against Judaism.

We are by now so accustomed to this mode of living that it usually does not even occur to us to identify it for what it inevitably is, an experience of alienation. The day of rest is Sunday. No matter how successful we may be in getting some legal redress for Sabbath-observing Jews, as a matter of social experience the Jewish Sabbath costs every individual Jew who is mindful of it an act of will. The majority of Jewry has abandoned the Sabbath...
under pressure of its inconvenience in a society that is attuned against it. What is this if not a phenomenon of exile? Nor is this an economic compulsion, rooted in the need of Jews to make a living. From the very beginning of public school, field trips, parties, dances, and football games; all take place on Saturday as the most convenient time. The Jewish child either participates or abstains; in either case he experiences his radical otherness. For that matter much of the weight, or lack of weight, that is being given to Jewish holidays is related to the pressure of a majority culture. A prime example is, of course, Hanukkah, which has now become that which it was never intended to be, the Jewish equivalent of Christmas.

This distinction is therefore clear. It is possible for the Jew to maintain within our democracy that he is no alien to the state. He could make the same claims about society only if a new order were created in which it would be equally comfortable, or uncomfortable, to be a Jew or a Christian. It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that this situation is essentially beyond change ....

Jews say that they are like all other Americans; they even fervently hope that the others will believe them. The gentile majority in America, including its own Afro-American minority, knows that this is not so. It knows that the Jews are different because they are alien to the Christian history and style of the majority in all its components...

The Jew remains in America what he has always been in the history of the West, a co-founder who is yet a resident alien. In religion he may have lost faith to a greater degree than the Christian majority, but an enormous distance remains even between those who never go to the synagogue and those who never go to church ....

For all those Jews who stop short of conversion there must always remain a specifically Jewish sense of alienation, which is quite different from any momentary travail of Western man. It is the feeling of being not
quite inside a culture even when one dominates much of its literature. It is, in short, not alienation, but exile, *galut*.

**E. Ben Halpern, “Exile-Abstract Condition and Concrete Community,” pp. 73-4**

It might help to still the interminable controversy about *shiilot hagalut* (negation of the exile) and *hiyyuv hagolah* (affirmation of the exile), or at least confine it within sensible bounds, if people were more careful in their usage. The Hebrew *galut* means the abstract condition of exile, or bondage. Golab refers to a concrete community in exile. If the strict sense of these terms were respected, any normal person would have to repudiate the abstract condition of bondage; and few people would normally disapprove of a community because it is oppressed. Because this distinction is not always noted, the quarrel often degenerates into a verbal misunderstanding between those who are accused of loving bondage and those who are accused of hating Jews. If there is to be any fruitful discussion, it ought to begin with the stipulation by both sides that *sholelei* (negators) *hagalut* (not *sholelei hagolah*) need not hate any Jewish community and *mehayyevei* (affirmers) *hagolah* (not *mehayyevei hagalut*) need not love the condition of bondage.

Jacob Klatzkin once defined the real issues of the debate in terms of two questions: whether the diaspora can, in fact, survive, and whether it deserves to survive. Present-day defenders of the diaspora as an adequate base for Jewish living tend to invert the questions. They ask, is Israel today guaranteed to survive, or is life in Israel today an adequate base for truly Jewish living? These may be stimulating or even significant questions about Israel; but if one is discussing the prospects and quality of diaspora life today, it is irrelevant and evasive to take refuge in an attack on the prospects and quality of Jewish life in contemporary Israel.